MEDIA RELEASE

Data#3 and Tenable Collaborate to Deliver Enhanced
Cybersecurity Services to Customers
March 21, 2018; Brisbane, Australia: Leading Australian information technology provider, Data #3,
today announced it has signed a partner agreement with Tenable®, Inc., the Cyber Exposure
company.
With the rise of public cloud deployments, IoT, mobile and container technology, cybercriminals have
more entry points than ever to launch an attack. This elastic attack surface has created a massive gap
in an organisation’s ability to truly understand its Cyber Exposure at any given time.
The combination of Tenable solutions and expertise will provide extended security options to Data#3
customers, helping them to detect vulnerabilities and threats, and gain visibility into any asset on any
computing platform.
“Cybercrime is a growing concern for Australian companies today,” said Richard Dornhart, National
Security Practice Manager, Data#3. “As we continue to evolve our Security Practice to ensure that
environments are protected, the collaboration with Tenable will expand our growing security services
portfolio. I look forward to working with the Tenable team to help customers solve their complex
security challenges.”
The award-winning Data#3 Security Practice has gone from strength to strength since its launch in
2015. The new, strategic agreement with Tenable extends Data#3’s security offerings and further
enables customers to protect themselves from emerging threats.
“We are excited to work with Data#3 on our joint vision to help the Australian market more effectively
manage their Cyber Exposure,” said Bede Hackney, ANZ Country Manager, Tenable. “This
partnership will allow Data#3’s customers to benefit from our portfolio of solutions which empowers
organisations to accurately understand, represent and ultimately reduce their cyber risk in the face of
the rapidly changing modern attack surface.”
“The timing of this partnership is ideal for Australian businesses that are now grappling with the
mandatory data breach notification legislation which took effect last month. We look forward to the
impact Tenable and Data#3 will have in supporting complex security requirements and building market
momentum for both companies.”
Through the Tenable Assure™ Partner Program, Data#3 will offer the industry’s first Cyber Exposure
platform to its customers.
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About Data#3
A leading Australian IT services and solutions provider, Data#3 Limited (DTL) is focused on helping
customers solve complex business challenges using innovative technology solutions.
Built on a foundation of 40 years’ experience, combined with world-leading vendor technologies,
Data#3 delivers an integrated array of solutions spanning cloud, mobility, security, data & analytics and
IT lifecycle management. These technology solutions are delivered by combining Data #3's services
across consulting, project services and managed services.
Listed on the ASX in 1997, Data#3 reported revenues of $1.1 billion in the 2017 financial year and has
more than 1,100 employees. Headquartered in Brisbane, it has facilities across 12 locations in
Australia and Fiji.
More information about Data#3 and its solution and service offerings is available at www.data3.com.au

About Tenable
About Tenable
Tenable®, Inc. is the Cyber Exposure company. Over 24,000 organizations around the globe rely on
Tenable to understand and reduce cyber risk. As the creator of Nessus®, Tenable extended its
expertise in vulnerabilities to deliver Tenable.io®, the world’s first platform to see and secure any
digital asset on any computing platform. Tenable customers include more than 50 percent of the
Fortune 500, more than 20 percent of the Global 2000 and large government agencies. Learn more at
tenable.com.
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